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Abstract
The construction of generators of the Clifford group and of stabi-
lizer states from Chern-Simons theory is presented for the Kac-Moody
algebras SU(2)1, U(N)N,N(K+N) with N = 2 and K = 1, and SU(N)1,
extending results of Salton, et. al.
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1 Introduction
We continue the study initiated by Salton, et. al. [1] of entanglement
from topology in Chern-Simons theory. This is a topological quan-
tum field theory in an arena where the Euclidean path integral pro-
vides a map between geometry and states. For these three-dimensional
quantum field theories there is a mapping Z, the functional integral,
which relates the 3-dimensional manifold M to a probability ampli-
tude Z(M). If M has a boundary, the boundary field configuration
must be specified. That is, the path integral selects a state |M〉 in
a Hilbert space H∂M associated to the boundary field configuration.
If the boundary consists of several multiply connected components,
H∂M = ⊗ni=1HΣi, where ∂M = ∪ni=1Σi. This means that the different
components Σi are not coupled, so that the Euclidean path integral
factorizes.
In this paper we focus on the preparation of stabilizer states con-
structed from Chern-Simons theory defined on the n-torus Hilbert
space.
In section 2 we discuss the Kac-Moody algebra SU(2)1, while in sec-
tion 3 it is shown that the unitary Kac-Moody algebra [2] U(N)k,N(N+k)
for N = 2, k = 1 shares the conclusions of section 2. Therefore Chern-
Simons theory for both SU(2)1, and U(2)1,6 allow one to prepare arbi-
trary stabilizer states in H⊗nT 2 . The Clifford group is then constructed
from Clifford gates applied to |0〉⊗n. The Choi-Jamiolkowski isomor-
phism then allows the preparation of an arbitrary element of the Clif-
ford group [3, 4].
In section 4 the analysis is extended to SU(N)1, while in section 5
related issues are discussed.
2
2 SU (2)1
The basis of the Kac-Moody algebra for SU(2)1 is given in terms of
Young tableau restricted to a single column, with basis a = 0, 1 where a
denotes the numbers of boxes of the tableau. We present the generators
of the Clifford group for SU(2)1 in terms of this basis, then the fusion
matrix is
N cab with a+ b = c mod 2 (2.1)
The modular transformation matrices are [5], with standard normal-
ization
Sab =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, a, b = 0, 1 (2.2)
and [6]
Tab = exp
[
2pii
(
ha − c
24
)]
δab (2.3)
where c = 1 is the central charge for SU(2)1 and the conformal dimen-
sion
ha =
C2(a)
3
(2.4)
with C2(a) the quadratic Casimir operator for the representation. In
terms of angular momentum j = a/2, so that
C2(a) = j(j + 1) =
a
4
(a+ 2) (2.5)
thus
Tab = exp
[
2pii
(
a(a+ 2)
12
− 1
24
)]
δab (2.6)
The generators of the Clifford group are the Hadamard gate, the
phase gate, and the controlled addition gate cADD, which satisfies [3,
4]
cADD |a〉 |b〉 = |a〉 |a+ b mod 2〉 (2.7)
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Equation (2.2) shows that Sab is in fact the Hadamard gate: It is
convenient to define ω = exp ipi. Then in (2.2)
1√
2
(ω)ab =
1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
(2.8)
is the Hadamard gate. The phase gate Pab is
(ω−1/12)ωa(a+2)/6Tab =
(
1 0
0 ω
)
= Pab. (2.9)
Given (2.1) and (2.2) we inherit the construction of Figure 3 of Salton
et al [1] to construct the copy tensor, cADD, and a perfect tensor.
Therefore for SU(2)1 Chern-Simons theory one can prepare any stabi-
lizer on the n-torus Hilbert space
H⊗nT 2 = (C2)⊗n (2.10)
In section 5 we present this in a broader context.
3 U (N)K,N(K+N) for N = 2,K = 1
A
In order to understand the special case U(2)1,6, we first present the
representations of the general case, which is described in detail in sec-
tion 2 of ref. [2], and which is summarized here. The essential feature
is that
U(N)K,N(N+K) =
[
SU(N)K × U(1)N(K+N)
]
upslopeZN
(3.1)
which requires K to be odd for consistency. Representations (R,Q) of
SU(N)K × U(1)N(N+K) must satisfy
Q ≡ r mod N (3.2)
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where r is the number of boxes of the Young tableau associated to R.
There is an equivalence relation
(R,Q) ≃ (σ(R), Q+N +K) (3.3)
where σ is the simple current of SU(N)K. Applying the simple current
N times, where σN = 1, one obtains the equivalence
(R,Q) ≃ (R,Q+N(N +K)) (3.4)
so that Q is restricted to the range
0 ≤ Q < N(N +K). (3.5)
The U(N) representations (R,Q) can be characterized by the ex-
tended Young tableau R with row lengths l¯i ∈ Z, (i = 1 to N). There
is exactly one extended tableau R which satisfies
0 ≤ lN ≤ . . . ≤ l1 ≤ K. (3.6)
Hence the primary fields of U(N)K,N(K+N), where K is odd, are in one
to one correspondence with the Young tableaux R with no more than
N rows and K columns. The number of such tableaux is
(
N+K
N
)
.
The modular transformation matrix for the U(N)K,N(K+N) charac-
ter is [2]
SAB =
√
N
N +K
Sab e
−2piiQAQB/N(N+K) (3.7)
where Sab is that of SU(N)K. The subscripts A or a indicate whether
one refers to U(N)K,N(K+N) or SU(N)K. The modular transformation
matrix for τ → τ + 1 is [2]
TAB = exp
[
2pii
(
hA − c
24
)]
δAB (3.8)
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where the central charge
c =
N(NK + 1)
K +N
(3.9)
and
hA =
1
2C2(A)
K +N
(3.10)
where hA = h(R,Q), and
h(R,Q) = ha +
Q2
2N(N +K)
(3.11a)
=
1
2
C2(R)
(K +N)
+
Q2
2N(N +K)
(3.11b)
=
1
2
C2(R,Q)
K +N
(3.11c)
and Q = r mod N from (3.2). Therefore
TAB = Tab exp
[
2pii
(
ha +
Q2
2N(N +K)
− c
24
)]
δAB. (3.12)
The fusion matrix is
N CAB =
∑
D
SADSBD(SCD)
−1
S0D
(3.13)
= N cab
∑
QD
exp
[
−2pii(QA +QB −QC)QD
N(N +K)
]
= N cab δ(QA+QB−QC)
where
a+ b = c mod N,
together with (3.2), describes the fusion matrix N cab , as well as Q
charge conservation by virtue of (3.2).
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B N = 2, K = 1; U(2)1,6
Now specialize to U(2)1,6, making use of the review of U(N)K,N(K+N)
to discuss this case. The fusion matrix N cab satisfies c = a+ b mod 2,
as does the fusion matrix of SU(2)1, where a, b, and c are the number
of boxes of a single column tableau. Then
N CAB = N
c
ab δQA+QB−QC , (3.14)
where now QA = a mod 2 from (3.2), so that charge conservation
is automatically satisfied. Restricting (3.7) to N = 2, K = 1, one
can again inherit the construction of Salton, Swingle, and Walter [1]
to construct the CADD gate. The Helmholtz gate and phase gate are
essentially that of SU(2), combined with Q conservation.
4 SU (N)1
Representations of SU(N)1 are described by a single column tableau
with 0 ≤ N − 1 boxes. The fusion tensor is
N cab , with a+ b = c mod N. (4.1)
Therefore, this case closely parallels that of SU(2)1 in section 2. The
CADD gate will satisfy
CADD |a〉 |b〉 = |a〉 |a+ b mod N〉 (4.2)
so that with Sab, N
c
ab , and the phase gate, one constructs a basis for
the Clifford group.
The modular transformation matrix normalized as in [5] is
Sab =
(−i)N(N−1)/2√
N(N + 1)(N−1)/2
detM(a, b) (4.3)
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where a, b = 0 to N − 1,
Mij(a, b) = exp
[
2piiφi(a)φj(b)
N + 1
]
, (4.4)
with i = 1 to N and
φi(a) = li(a)− i− r(a)
N
+
1
2
(N + 1) (4.5)
where
li =
{∑N−1
j=i aj for i = 1 to N − 1
0 for i = N
(4.6)
and r(a) =
∑N−1
i=1 li(a) is the total number of boxes in the reduced
Young tableau corresponding to the representation a.
The modular transformation matrix [6]
Tab = exp
{
2pii
[
C2(R)
2(N + 1)
− 1
24
]}
δab (4.7)
with the conformal dimension is
ha(R) =
1
2
C2(R)
N + 1
, (4.8)
with the quadratic Casimir operator
C2(R) = X + r(N + 1)− r
2
N
(4.9)
with r(a) as above, and
X =
N−1∑
i=1
li(li − 2i), (4.10)
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where from (4.6)
l1 ≥ l2 ≥ . . . ≥ lN−1 ≥ 0. (4.11)
Note C2(R) is quadric in a, vanishing when a = 0.
Given N cab with c = a + b mod N , the detailed expression for
Sab is not explicitly needed for the construction of Figure 3 of Salton,
Swingle, and Walter [1]. From (4.7) to (4.11) one extracts an overall
phase factor to obtain the phase gate
Pab = exp(ipiha(R))δab. (4.12)
This, together with CADD and Sab, generates the Clifford group [3, 4].
5 Related issues
In sections 2 to 4 we generalized the results of Theorem 1 of Salton,
Swingle, and Walter [1] to SU(2)1, U(2)1,6 and SU(N)1. The unifying
feature which makes this possible is that the fusion tensors are all of
the form
N cab ; a+ b = c mod N. (5.1)
This, together with the modular transformation matrices Tab and Sab,
allows one to construct the phase gate, and the CADD gate, while Sab
is (conjectured to be) an appropriate generalization of the Helmholtz
gate. Thus, one can repeat the strategy of Figures 3 and 4, ff. of Salton,
Swingle, and Walter [1]. In particular, for SU(N)1 the computation of
Figure 4(a) gives N2, that of Figure 4(b) yields N4, etc., which means
that the entanglement entropy of an arbitrary many torus system is
S(A) = S(B) = S(C) = logN. (5.2)
As a consequence the SU(N)1 fusion tensor is equivalent to g = 1 GHZ
state, independent of N for the states that can be distilled between
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A, B, and C for ∂M = A ∪ B ∪ C for an arbitrary tripartition of
the boundary torii. Similarly, one should expect analogous results for
Sp(N)1 Chern-Simons theory since the fusion matrix satisfies (5.1).
It is known that a universal topological computer based on SU(2)K
requires K ≥ 3 [7]. This is exemplified by the work of Freedman,
Larsen, andWang [8] which presents a detailed construction for SU(2)3.
Then level-rank duality shows that a universal topological quantum
computer can be based on SU(3)2 [9]. Level-rank duality then sug-
gests that a universal topological quantum computer can be based on
SU(K)2, where K ≥ 3.
Other applications of entanglement in Chern-Simons theory are
discussed in refs. In particular, refs. [10–14] consider stabilizer states
in U(1) Chern-Simons theory.
In that context we follow [12], where upper-bounds are derived for
SU(2)K, given an n-component link Ln ⊂ S3, and two sublinks LmA
and Ln−m
A¯
⊂ S3 such that a separating surface ΣA|A¯ ⊂ S3 is a con-
nected, compact, oriented two-dimensional surface without boundary,
where: (1) LmA is contained in the handlebody inside ΣA|A¯, (2) Ln−mA¯ is
contained in the handlebody outside ΣA|A¯, and (3) ΣA|A¯ does not in-
tersect any of the components of Ln. Reference [12] presents a trivial
upper-bound on the entanglement entropy for SU(2)K, i.e.
SEE(LmA |Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ ln(K + 1)min(m, n−m) (5.3)
and a tighter upper bound
SEE(LmA |Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ ln
[
K∑
u=0
1
S
2min(gΣ)−2
0u
]
(5.4)
Specialize to SU(2)1, where S00 = 1/
√
2 and S01 = −1/
√
2, so that
(5.3) becomes
SEE(LmA |Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ (ln 2)min(m, n−m), (5.5)
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while (5.4) for min(gΣ) ≥ 1 becomes
SEE(LmA |Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ (ln 2)min(gΣ) (5.6)
Further for SU(N)1, recalling (5.2) we expect
SEE(LmA |Ln−mA¯ ) ≤ (lnN)min(gΣ). (5.7)
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